Abstract. We analyze the blow-up behavior of one-parameter collocation solutions for Hammerstein-type Volterra integral equations (VIEs) whose solutions may blow up in finite time. To approximate such solutions (and the corresponding blow-up time), we will introduce an adaptive stepsize strategy that guarantees the existence of collocation solutions whose blow-up behavior is the same as the one for the exact solution. Based on the local convergence of the collocation methods for VIEs, we present the convergence analysis for the numerical blow-up time. Numerical experiments illustrate the analysis.
1. Introduction. The mathematical modeling of thermal ignition in solid combustible materials leads typically to nonlinear Volterra integral equations (VIEs) of Hammerstein-type, ( 
1.1) u(t)=φ(t)+ t 0 k(t − s)G(s, u(s))ds, t ∈ [0,T],
where G is a smooth function and where the convolution kernel k may be weakly singular (see, for example, [14] and [16] , as well as the references in the survey paper [17] ). A particular example that arises as a mathematical model for the formation of shear bands in steel that is subjected to very high strain rates is the VIE u(t)=γ (which can be rewritten in the form (1.1); see (6. 3)), where γ>0a n dp 0,q 0 are material parameters related to the constitutive law for plastic straining (cf. [16] ). While the theory of blow-up solutions of (1.1) is now well understood (cf. [4] ), the design and analysis of efficient numerical schemes for such problems is not well developed (we are only aware of the paper [5] and the Ph.D. thesis [19] ).
Accordingly, this paper is devoted to a systematic study of the numerical solution of nonlinear VIEs (1.1) by a class of (one-parameter) collocation methods. One of our key results is that these numerical methods can be used to detect finite-time blow-up (an important aspect since in many practical applications it is not known a priori whether or not the given model VIE will exhibit finite-time blow-up). For the blowup case, we also pay attention to the convergence of the numerical blow-up time to the exact one in sections 4 and 6.
The VIE (1.1) with unknown solution u(t) will be subject to the following assumptions (see also [4] ). The functions φ : R → R + and G : R × R → R + are continuously differentiable, and the kernel k :( 0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is a locally integrable function. Moreover, we assume that the given functions in (1.1) satisfy (G1) G(s, 0) ≡ 0andG(s 2 ,u 2 ) >G(s 1 ,u 1 ) for two positive vectors (s 1 ,u 1 ), (s 2 ,u 2 ) with (s 2 ,u 2 ) (s 1 ,u 1 ) (interpreted componentwise) and u 2 = u 1 , (G2) lim u→∞ G(0,u) u = ∞; and (P) the function φ(t) is positive, nondecreasing, (K) k(z)=z β−1 k 1 (z), where β>0andk 1 (z) > 0 is bounded in any finite interval. It was shown in [4] that the exact solution u(t) of (1.1) is nondecreasing and blows up in finite time if and only if there exists a t * > 0 such that Collocation methods for VIEs have been investigated for many years (see [3] and the references therein). In the context of VIEs with blow-up solutions, the authors of [5] apply collocation methods with one parameter and uniform mesh to the simulation of the blow-up time of
where p>1, γ>1, and α ∈ (0, 1). As in the case of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (see [18] ), it is also maintained in [5] that "a method with a fixed spacing is not well suited for blow-up problems" and that "it is not yet clear what would be an appropriate strategy for the automatic (or even a priori) computation of a variable stepsize." When the inversion formula exists, switching variables is an approach for simulating blow-up solutions. The advantage is its ability to avoid timestepping past the blow-up time in the solution and to generate timesteps that become sufficiently small near the blow-up time. The disadvantage is that this approach depends strongly on the inversion formula and the monotonicity of solutions (see [14] ). Another useful technique is the so-called Sundman transformation, by which a blow-up solution is transferred to a global solution in the new variable (see [12, 18] for ODEs, [13] for PDEs, and [19] for VIEs). Both of these numerical processes employ a certain kind of adaptive stepsize strategy (in [18] it is based on time-continuous rescaling). Other stepsize strategies for computing blow-up solutions of PDEs may be found in [1, 2, 6, 7, 9] .
In this paper, we adapt the approach taken in [1] to define an adaptive stepsize strategy for VIEs (1.1) so that the collocation solutions of implicit methods exist Downloaded 01/22/14 to 130.159.104.144. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php uniquely at each time level. A slightly different, but related, strategy is designed for the explicit Euler method. In section 2 the monotonicity and the dynamical behavior of the collocation solutions are discussed, and the comparison principle between collocation solutions with variable c 1 ∈ [0, 1] is investigated. In section 3 we show that the asymptotic behavior of the collocation solutions with adaptive stepsize is the same as for the exact ones, regardless of whether or not the exact solutions blow up in finite time. In section 4 we use the local convergence of collocation methods and the corresponding bounds of the numerical threshold blow-up time to establish the convergence of the numerical blow-up time. A different numerical approach to the computation of blow-up solutions, namely, implicitly linear collocation, is described in section 5. Here, we also discuss its merits when it is applied to VIEs with general Hammerstein kernels. Finally, section 6 contains numerical experiments to illustrate our main results.
2. Collocation methods. We approximate the exact solution of (1.1) by using collocation in the piecewise constant polynomial space S (−1) 0 (I h ), where the underlying (nonuniform) mesh I h := {0=t 0 <t 1 <t 2 < ···}, will be defined during the numerical process. The collocation solution u h ∈ S (−1) 0 (I h ) is defined by the collocation equation
where h n := t n+1 −t n is the stepsize, X h := {t n +c 1 h n :0 c 1 1,n=0, 1,...,N−1} is the set of collocation points determined by I h and the collocation parameter c 1 ∈ [0, 1], and
is the approximate history (or lag) term.
2.1. The adaptive stepsize strategy. In order to describe our choice of adaptive stepsizes we introduce a number of constants that will play a key role. They are
and (2.3)
where 
In the case of G(s, u)=g(u), (2.4) reduces to
where K(t):= t 0 k(z)dz. Assume that the collocation solution u h (t) is well defined in the interval [0,t n ]. Following the idea in [1] on the unique existence of the collocation solution u n+1 of the implicit Euler method, we choose an adaptive stepsize given by 
If, in addition, k 1 (z) is nonincreasing, then
Proof. It follow from [11] that for t ∈ (t n ,t n+1 ]a n ds ∈ [0,t n ],
which together with conditions (P) and (G1) implies that
In view of
o t h e r w i s e , the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.4. Let τ ∈ (0, 1) and conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold. Suppose that the collocation solution u h (t) of the implicit Euler method exists in the interval [0,t n ] for some t n ∈ (0,T) and that the stepsize satisfies (2.5) . Then the collocation solution u n+1 is uniquely defined by the fixed point of
, where
Proof. It follows from (2.5) and Lemma 2.3 that 
Remark 2.6. Assume that the adaptive stepsize is defined by h n = h * n and that the collocation solution exists in an interval [0,T]. Then (i) α<∞ is a finite number,
Thus, under conditions (K) and (G1), a blow-up collocation solution u h (t)m u s ts a t i s f y lim n→∞ u h n = ∞, which together with condition (G2) implies that for sufficiently large n,
The explicit Euler method.
The explicit Euler method for (1.1) corresponds to c 1 =0. Th us,fort ∈ [t n ,t n+1 ) the collocation approximation u h (t)=u n is defined by (2.6) In order to simulate a blow-up solution, we use again an adaptive stepsize, namely,
By Lemma 2.3 we obtain the following estimate.
Theorem 2.7. Assume that conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold. Then the collocation solution given by the explicit Euler method satisfies
where α 1+τ is defined by (2.3) whenever the adaptive stepsize is such that (2.7) is satisfied.
Remark 2.8. The solution of the ODE of order β,
where β 1 is an integer, φ(t)=
(β−1)! )τ and
1 for sufficiently large t, one obtains that for 1 ≪ t n <T,
For the first-order ODE with a power function G(t, u)=u p , (2.7) reduces to
, which was used in [15] .
Monotonicity of collocation solutions.
We will now show that the collocation solution u h (t) with adaptive stepsize is nondecreasing whenever it exists.
Theorem 2.9. Assume that conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold. Then the collocation solution u h (t) of the explicit Euler method with adaptive stepsize such that (2.7) holds is nondecreasing.
Proof.
Using induction, suppose that u 0 u 1 ··· u n for n<N .T h e nu h (t)i s nondecreasing for t ∈ [0,t n+1 )a n d
Hence u n u n+1 and the proof is complete. 
Hence u 1 u 0 . Suppose then that u h (t) is nondecreasing for t ∈ [0,t n ]. Define
Then v 0 h (t) is nondecreasing and
Suppose that v l u n for some l 1. Then v l h (t) is nondecreasing and
It follows from (2.5) and Theorem 2.4 that H(v, u h ,h n ) is a contractive mapping and u n+1 is its fixed point. Hence u n+1 = lim l→∞ v l u n and the proof is complete.
Remark 2.11. Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 imply that u h n = u n . Hence (2.5) and (2.7) reduce, respectively, to (2.8)
In the remainder of this paper, we always assume that the adaptive stepsize satisfies (2.8) for implicit methods and (2.9) for the explicit Euler method.
Comparison principle.
Theorem 2.12. Assume that conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold. Then the collocation solution u h (t) corresponding to the explicit Euler method satisfies u h (t) u(t) whenever u(t) exists.
Proof.S i n c e 
Proof. In view of u 1 >φ(0) = u(0), we suppose that u(t)=u h (t)andu(s) <u h (s) for s ∈ [0,t). This implies that
This contradicts our assumption, and thus the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.14. Assume that conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold and that the collocation solution u 
h (t)a n duc 1 h (t) are the collocation solutions corresponding to 0 < c 1 <c 1 < 1, respectively. Then 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that only one new mesh pointt is added in the subinterval [t n ,t n+1 ]. Then by Theorem 2.10, the collocation solutions u h (t) andū h (t) are increasing for all t ∈ [0,T]a n dū
Then, similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.10, it can be shown that v l is an increasing sequence and bounded by u h (t n+1 ). Henceū h (t) exists on the interval [0,t]a n d u h (t) u h (t n+1 ). As a consequence, the proof can be completed by an induction argument. 
Then, similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.15, the proof is completed.
Lemma 2.17. Assume that c 1 =0 , conditions (P), (K),a n d(G1) hold, and the collocation solution u h (t) exists on the mesh I h . Then the collocation solution will be increased by adding a finite number of new grid points in the mesh I h , that is to say,
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that only one new mesh pointt is added in the subinterval [t n ,t n+1 ]. Then by Theorem 2.9, the collocation solutions u h (t)and u h (t) are increasing for all t ∈ [0,T]an dū h (t) u h (t)f o rt ∈ [0,t n+1 ), which implies thatū
Hence by an induction argument, the proof is complete.
Dynamical behavior. Theorem 2.18. Assume that conditions (P), (K), (G1),a n d(G2) hold and that the collocation solution u h (t) of the explicit Euler method exists globally. Then
lim t→∞ u h (t)=∞, provided that there exists a t * ∈ (0, ∞) such that (1.2) holds. Proof. Suppose that u h (t) is bounded for all t ∈ [0, ∞). Then by Theorem 2.12, lim t→∞ u h (t)=u ∞ ∈ (φ(t * ), ∞) exists. Thus for any given 0 <ǫ<u ∞ with φ(t * ) − ǫ + F min (t * ) > 0, there exists a T ǫ >t * such that u ∞ − ǫ<u n u ∞ for all t n >T ǫ . It therefore follows from conditions (K) and (G1) that for all t n >T ǫ + t * ,
This implies that
which contradicts the hypothesis that φ(t * ) − ǫ + F min (t * ) > 0. The proof is complete.
Theorem 2.19. Let τ ∈ (0, 1) and conditions (P), (K), (G1),a n d(G2) hold. Proof. In view of Theorems 2.4 and 2.13, we only need to show that u n u F (t n ) for all n 0, where u F (t): =i n f {U : F (t, u) >F min (t)f o ru ∈ [U, ∞)} is defined in [4] . Suppose that u n+1 >u F (t n+1 )a n du ι u F (t n+1 )f o rι =0 , 1,...,L n. Consider the sequence defined by
Suppose that φ(t)+F min (t) 0 for all t ∈ [0, ∞).T h e n (i) the analytic solution u(t) exists globally; (ii) the collocation solution u h (t) of the implicit
Assuming that v l <u F (t n+1 )f o rs o m el 1, we find that
Therefore v l is an increasing sequence which is bounded by u F (t n+1 ). The limiting value v ∞ of the sequence v l satisfies
which is the collocation solution at grid point t n+1 with stepsize t n+1 − t L .T h i s contradicts the result of Lemma 2.15, and hence the proof is complete.
3. Blow-up conditions for collocation solutions.
3.1. Blow-up behavior of the explicit Euler method. Lemma 3.1. Let c 1 =0and k(z)=z β−1 , β>0. Assume that conditions (P), (G1),a n d(G2) hold and that the collocation solution u h (t) with adaptive stepsize such that (2.9) holds exists globally. If there is a t * such that (1.
2) holds, then for any given R>1,t h e r ee x i s t sas e q u e n c et ni such that
log R }, lim i→∞ t ni = ∞,a n dt ni+1 − t ni t e n d st oz e r oa si →∞. Proof. In fact, it follows from Theorems 2.7, 2.9, and 2.18 that there exists a sequence t ni such that u h (t ni ) ∈ [α −1 R i ,R i ) and lim n→∞ t ni = ∞. Then it follows from conditions (P) and (G1) that
which together with Condition (G2) implies that t ni+1 − t ni → 0a si →∞ . Hence the proof is complete. 
leading to
As a result, (1.3) implies that for all i>0,
This is a contradiction and the proof is complete. 
) hold, then (i) the analytic solution u(t) blows up in finite time;
(ii) the collocation solution u h (t) with adaptive stepsize such that (2.9) blows up in finite time for any τ ∈ (0, 1).
Blow-up behavior of the implicit Euler method.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that c 1 =1and conditions (P), (G1) and (G2) hold, and that there exists a t 
Hence, H i = t ni+1 − t ni → 0a si →∞ ,a n dt h e r ee x i s t sa nN>0 such that H i < min{1,t ni } for all i N . We claim that for i N , Let β 1. Then condition (G1) implies that for n N ,
This yields (3.2). If 0 <β<1, then condition (G1) implies that for n N ,
which also yields (3.2). Therefore, one obtains that
β . Combining this with (3.1) we find
also blows up in finite time, where λ :
. This contradicts the result in Lemma 3.4, and thus the proof is complete.
3.3. Numerical blow-up implies exact blow-up. We now state our first key result which links the blow-up behavior of the collocation solution with that of the exact solution. In particular, we can use the blow-up behavior of the collocation solution to establish finite-time blow-up for the given VIE.
Theorem 3.7. Assume that 
9) holds for the explicit Euler method). Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) for all τ ∈ (0, 1), the collocation solution u h (t) blows up in finite time;
(ii) the exact solution u(t) blows up in finite time.
Proof. Using somewhat intricate notations and following the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, one may obtain these results. Indeed, in view of Theorem 2.14, a simple proof is given in the following.
Assume that the exact solution blows up in finite time and the collocation solution u h (t) does not blow up. Then it follows from Theorem 2.14 that the collocation solution of the explicit Euler method on the same grid mesh I h does not blow up, which is a contradiction to Theorem 3.3.
On the other hand, assume that the exact solution does not blow up in finite time. Then it follows from Theorem 3.6 that the collocation solution of the implicit Euler method does not blow up, which implies by Theorem 2.14 that the collocation solution u h (t) also exists on the same mesh.
4. Blow-up times. In this section we assume that the exact solution blows up at a finite time T b <T and the collocation solutions also blow up at a finite time T b (I h ) <T. In actual applications, when the exact blow-up time T b is unknown, we work with a threshold blow-up time T 
Thus it follows from Lemma 4.6 that there exists a τ 0 (ǫ, M 0 ) > 0 such that
Hence, by Lemma 4.7,
and the proof is complete.
Different numerical approaches.
In some application models such as thermal ignition in a diffusive medium, G(s, u) is dependent on s (see [16] ). Hence, it is computationally more convenient to apply the implicitly linear collocation methods or Downloaded 01/22/14 to 130.159.104.144. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php the fully discretized collocation methods to Hammerstein-type VIEs (1.1) (see detailed discussion in [3] ).
5.1. Implicitly linear collocation methods. In (1.1), let z(t): =G(t, u(t)). Then
and the corresponding implicitly linear collocation solution u IL h (t) of (1.1) is given by
Remark 5.1. Since, in general, z h (t) is a piecewise polynomial, the exact integrals in (5. , z h (t) ≡ z n+1 for t ∈ (t n ,t n+1 ] satisfies the implicit nonlinear algebraical equation
Example 5.3. The implicitly linear collocation method with c 1 =0reads
where, in analogy to section 2.1.2,
Fully discretized collocation methods.
In the collocation equation (2.1), the integrals cannot, in general, be found exactly but have to be approximated by some numerical quadrature formulas. The fully discretized version of (2.1) has the form u h (t n +c 1 h n )=φ(t n +c 1 h n )+Γ n (t n +c 1 h n )+c 1 h n k(c and its iteration collocation solution iŝ
whereΓ n (t) is the approximation history term
Remark 5.4. The integrals of the kernel and G(s, u) are replaced by a numerical quadrature formula and the fully discretized collocation solutionû h (t) also belongs to S −1 0 (I h ), but in general,û h (t) = u h (t) even when the nonlinear function G(s, u)i s independent of s.
Remark 5.5. In applications, if the integrals of the kernel can be found analytically, then the fully discretized collocation methods can be alternated bŷ
and its iteration collocation solution iŝ
In this case, the iterated collocation solutionû it h (t) is just same as the implicitly linear collocation solutions u IL h (t)( s e e [ 3 ] (2.8) for the case of c 1 ∈ (0, 1], the results in Theorems 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 are also true forû h (t)a n du IL h (t). Remark 5.9. Different from the collocation solution u h (t) with exact integrals, the dynamical behavior ofû h (t) will be influenced bŷ (1.4) ), while the dynamical behavior of u IL h (t) is determined by The collocation solution blow-up times not only converge to T (M, τ), but also converge with the local order of the collocation methods. The numerical threshold blow-up times of (6.1) with β =2 also converge to the exact one, but the convergence order is not the same as the order of the corresponding methods. This also happens for wave equations (see [8] ). In any case, the upper bound of T Example 6.3. The shear band model arising in the formation of steel (cf. [16] ) is described by the nonlinear VIE (6.3) u(t)=1+γ
where γ>0,q 0, and p>1a r ec o n s t a n t s . For the special case of q = 0, it follows from [16] that the exact solution blows up at a finite time T b satisfying (6.4)
In Table 6 .3, we list the numerical threshold blow-up time with variable p and γ when M =1E5, τ =0.1. In Figure 6 .2, we plot the numerical threshold blow-up times with M =1 E8a n dτ =0 .1, the simulated blow-up time in [5] , and the upper and lower bounds with fixed γ =1 .1a n dv a r i o u sp. Figure 6 .2(a) shows that the numerical threshold blow-up times also satisfy (6.4). The numerical threshold blow-up times of collocation methods with adaptive stepsize are more precise than the simulating blow-up time in [5] (see Figure 6.2(b) ), since the exact blow-up time must be larger than the threshold blow-up times of the implicit Euler method.
Consider the case of q = 1, i.e., the nonlinear function G(s, u)=( 1+s)u p depends on s. In addition to the collocation method, we also employ the implicitly Downloaded 01/22/14 to 130.159.104.144. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php
